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March 10, 2020:  Things Often Get Worse Before They Get Better 
 
Last week, March 2nd, we sent you an email briefing about the Corona Virus and the stock market. 
This time out we provide you with more background and what we might expect as this tumultuous 
time winds down.  
 

As this briefing is written, the S&P 500 is approaching negative 20% from the recent high point this 
year. In most circles that means a bear market is at hand, and the word recession is heard more often. 
The pricing mechanism that sets stock prices by the minute is reacting. Let's see what the government 
(the US government at least) will piece together to help us out of this pickle. 
 

Call what’s happening a "black swan", the term coined by hedge fund manager 
and finance author Nassim Nicholas Taleb, to help us understand the impact of 
the highly improbable, and the potential for an increasing number of such events 
in today's world. 
 

Strategist Seema Shah of Principal Global shares with us what is different about 
2020 from other financial crises. This is unlike the financial meltdown of 2008 
that threatened the global financial system. In that period, the US Federal 
Reserve and banking institutions were able to relatively quickly approximate the 

extent of the damage from toxic financial assets that infected our system and the markets. Money was 
printed, interest rates were cut, and other means (some banks were allowed to fail) were used to prop up 
the economy, market and banking system. 
 

But how does one calculate the duration and impact of a health-related crisis like the 
COVID-19 virus? 
 

Should we look to other crises for an idea?  SARS (onset April 2003) was followed by a 6 month gain in 
the S&P of about 14%; another six months added 6% more. Following Ebola (March 2014) the market 
was up about 5% six months out, and up 10% for the year. There are many other examples with decent 
outcomes. 
 

The answer is that these past events may not provide much useful information today. 
 
    Here is why: 
 
     • It's an election year and wacky Washington has been distracted by politics 
         for months to do much thinking and planning about other matters. 
     

     • We are at the end of a long bull market. Bull markets often end badly, 
               particularly when euphoria may have pushed the market to a frothy high. 
 

    • When supply chains break in a highly interconnected global marketplace 
           that dwarfs what existed ten years ago, we are dealing with a first. 
 

     • Social media driven disaster news feeds on itself. Even market professionals’ 
               rational behavior can be affected, though they might not realize it at the time. 
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Where to from here? 
 
If you are cash rich or otherwise have good liquidity, and aren't overly bothered by the volatility, discuss 
with us the allocations, pace and duration for re-investment. 
  

If you are close to or in a life change (retirement, health issue, etc.), call and let us discuss your best 
options to help ensure you can weather storm. A stress test of your plans and portfolio may be in order. 
  

For everyone else, there is probably little to do but hold steady. Do not sell because of panic. Microsoft, 
Campbell Soup, Carrier Air Conditioner, airlines and even cruise ship lines will be likely be in business 
when this is over and with decent price performance. 
  

And if you have the notion that you will be able to sell at a minor loss and time reinvestment well 
enough to beat the short-term trading pros and their high frequency trade computing power at their own 
game, think again. 
  

This crisis will pass. Barring a global plague, prices will correct. Returns will again be respectable 
or better. 
 

 

Fred R. Fadel, CFP® 
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